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“THE OPPORTUNITY TO INVEST IN
THE FUTURE IS NOW”

If you had the chance to invest in Red Bull BEFORE the
industry exploded with the company at the helm, would
you?  Or What if you had the foresight to capitalize the first
time you heard about a little thing called streaming video?
Well what began as quiet ideas from companies like Red
Bull and Netflix bloomed into multi-BILLION Dollar
industries and early investors made out like Bandits!
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The next opportunity to get a front row seat is RIGHT NOW!
This is the market leader you haven’t heard of yet but the
company has something SO SIMPLE, you’ll wonder why
you’ve never heard of it before!



As we’re sure you read in the industry report, the
overall ’Portable Battery Pack Market‘ is expected
to reach up to $10.94 billion by 2020, at an
estimated CAGR of 17.53% through the end of this
decade! The fact of the matter remains that most
of these options are too bulky to carry or require
you to plug into some sort of outlet to get a charge.
 And ALL options not only cost upward of $100 but
they also require you to pre charge the device in
order to use it; some taking hours to give a full
charge!

WE’RE PLACING AN
IMMEDIATE ALERT
ON LIFE CLIPS, INC.
OTCBB: (LCLP)
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Life Clips has acquired technology that up until this point has only
been in the beta stage or not even on the market!  That places early
investors at a REAL GROUND FLOOR with a FIRST-TO-MARKET
opportunity only a few will see in their lifetime!
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The company announced a MAJOR move to
acquire Mobeego, LLC.  It’s not so much
WHO that company is but WHAT asset it
gives LCLP.

JUST YESTERDAY, THE
COMPANY ANNOUNCED

A MAJOR MOVE
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THE POTENTIAL FOR
AN ACQUISITION
TARGET FROM THE
“BIG FISH” IN THE
INDUSTRY COULD
BE HUGE!
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And with emerging markets like India on pace to
expand the smartphone market by more than 20%
through 2018, there’s NO SHORTAGE of a REAL
NEED for portable power. Mobeego not only
addresses this need but does so at a price that is
much MORE AFFORDABLE than ANYTHING
THE MARKET OFFERS and that could mean a
HUGE OPPORTUNITY for early investors!

The closest thing to a real “mobile solution”
actually comes from a private company, Mophie,
Inc.  They are the makers of a phone shell that acts
as a battery life extender.  The company does a few
hundred million dollars a year in sales but has a
specific market niche when it comes to portable
chargers.  The company’s even attracted the
attention of mobile accessories maker, Zagg, Inc.
who’s ALREADY ANNOUNCED BUYOUT plans this
year and to the tune of ONE HUNDRED MILLION
DOLLARS!  But to this point, investors would be
betting on Zagg’s ability to continue Mophie’s
growth path.

LCLP offers a direct solution, as they will meet this
market head on with a FIRST OF ITS KIND product
at the most competitive price on the market today!
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FOR EARLY
INVESTORS
BEING FIRST IS
ABOUT FINDING
OPPORTUNITY
BEFORE OTHERS
IT DOESN’T TAKE A ROCKET SCIENTIST TO FIGURE OUT THAT
BIG MONEY IS GOING INTO THIS MARKETPLACE RIGHT NOW AND
THE MARKET IS JUST BEGINNING TO SEE THE FIRST PHASE OF
BIG ACQUISITION STRATEGY IN REAL TIME. 
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INVESTORS ARE
READY TO CASH
IN ON THE NEXT
MUST HAVE TECH
GADGET!
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Think about it for a minute.  In this day and age, few have truly been
able to grasp opportunity in peripherals simply because many
people would rather focus on things like cell phones vs the cell phone
case makers or cars instead of the companies making the wheel
bearings.  

The fact is that the old saying holds true to this day, “In the gold rush
it wasn’t the miners who profited the most, it was the ones selling
them the picks and shovels.” In the world of computers, companies
like HP, Panasonic, and even Samsung score HUGE windfalls from
capitalizing on the peripherals market.  Investors who acted first
were handsomely rewarded with well-earned profits.  And now
smartphones and connected devices have carved out a new niche
that comes with its own opportunity.
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“The action
camera market
has undergone a
great deal of
development over
recent months,”

LIFECLIPS IS FAR FROM JUST
A BATTERY COMPANY; 
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Outside of the untapped market opportunity for portable
charging, LCLP has gone full circle focusing entirely on the
mobile lifestyles that today’s consumers are living.

Investors are now starting to put their ear to the ground to
find the next paradigm shift to take advantage of this much
LARGER OPPORTUNITY!
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NEXT TARGET, GOPRO!

- Futuresource analyst Arun Gill
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LCLP IS TAKING THIS HEAD ON 

The industry as a whole is expected to realize robust growth
through 2019 and most likely beyond. Analysts forecast the
Global Action Camera market to grow at a CAGR of 22.2%.

LCLP is taking this head on with a
product that to this point makes the
popular GoPro product line, pale
in comparison! The LifeClips SOLO
4k camera not only offers real time
streaming ability via WiFi
connectivity but the addition of its
mobile app allows users complete
control even without being near the
physical device!  It also directly
addresses what today’s Action
Cameras focus on, which include
being waterproof, compact, and
high quality image recording
capabilities. 
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COMPANIES IN THE SPACE CONTINUE
TO POST 40-50% MARGINS 



LCLP offers a more versatile product and at a far
more affordable price to address the growth that
this industry presents to the general public in the
coming years!
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GoPro basically created a
segment of small, wearable
cameras for personal use.
Those early investors who
bought GPRO at the time it
IPO’d were able to MORE
THAN TRIPLE THEIR
INVESTMENT in just a few
months!  GPRO hit a high of
nearly $100 per share and
many credit this to the healthy
margins that the industry
presents. Now there has come a
point where consumers and
investors are not just looking
for the next wearable camera
but rather the evolution of
what will come as the next
innovation for the space.

Investors predict expansion for the
action camera market over the next
four to five years. This growth is
expected to come from growing
consumer interest in the cameras, a
new market for law enforcement and
other security professionals, and
overseas markets where action
cameras are becoming popular.

THINK ABOUT
THIS FOR A
MINUTE… 
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Will You Let Another Money
Making Opportunity Pass

You By? 
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If you missed your shot at profiting from the early boom in
action cameras, the next phase of evolution could offer
uncapped potential as the market is expected to realize some
of its largest growth during the next 5 years!

LCLP has targeted the mobile lifestyles of today’s consumer
and has two products that NO ONE HAS SEEN to this point and
let alone has given an opportunity in the public markets for
EARLY INVESTMENT.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER
THE NEXT WAVE OF EARLY
INVESTMENT! 
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Pursuant to an agreement between us and Life Clips, Inc we were hired for a period beginning on 5/04/16 and ending on
6/03/16 to publicly disseminate information about (LCLP) including on the Website and other media including Facebook
and Twitter. MIDAM Ventures LLC owner and Operator of TechStockInsider.com was compensated  $75,000 (CASH) and
"ZERO" shares of unrestricted or restricted common shares. We own zero shares of (LCLP), which we purchased in the
open market. We plan to sell the "ZERO" shares of (LCLP) that we hold during the time the Website and/or Facebook and
Twitter Information recommends that investors or visitors to the website purchase without further notice to you. We
may buy or sell additional shares of (LCLP) in the open market at any time, including before, during or after the Website
and Information, provide public dissemination of favorable Information. CLICK HERE RIGHT NOW & READ OUR FULL
DISCLAIMER

http://techstockinsider.com/content/terms-and-conditions-use/



